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Abstract: During the last decades, machine learning constitutes a significant tool in extracting1

useful knowledge from economic data for assisting decision-making. In this work, we evaluate the2

performance of weight-constrained recurrent neural networks in forecasting economic classification3

problems. These networks are efficiently trained with a recently proposed training algorithm, which4

has two major advantages. Firstly, it exploits the numerical efficiency and very low memory5

requirements of the limited memory BFGS matrices; Secondly, it utilizes a gradient-projection6

strategy for handling the bounds on the weights. The reported numerical experiments present the7

classification accuracy of the proposed model, providing empirical evidence that the application8

of the bounds on the weights of the recurrent neural network, provides more stable and reliable9

learning.10

Keywords: Artificial neural networks; machine learning; economic data mining, classification,11

constrained optimization; limited memory BFGS.12

1. Introduction13

The rapid advances in digital technologies as well as the vigorous development of the Internet14

and the significant storage capabilities of electronic media, enabled economic research centers to15

accumulate and store large repositories of data. This enormous amount of valuable data yields16

information of various economic activities such as credit history of bank customers, stock market17

prices and movement, companies and business funds sales records and other statistics. It is a18

fundamental need for business, companies and banks to extract useful knowledge from these data.19

This knowledge constitutes a key element for better decision-making in the increasing market20

volatility and competition.21

Economic data mining constitute an essential process where intelligent methods are applied to22

extract data patterns from economic databases. This research area has rapidly grown and gained23

popularity in the modern economic era due to its potential to assist managerial decision-making.24

During the last two decades, researchers and financial managers have began to analyze economic25

data utilizing machine learning and data mining techniques for supporting hard policy decisions (see26

[1–4] and the references there in). As a result, the area of economic analysis has been dramatically27

changed from a rather qualitative science to a more quantitative science which is also based on28

knowledge extraction from databases. Nevertheless, economic data are usually imbalanced and are29

usually characterized by complex dimensionality and enormous noise, hindering their analysis and30

modeling. Therefore, the process of leveraging these data constitutes an attractive and challenging31

task for many experts which often requires huge efforts.32

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been established as one of the most dominant machine33

learning algorithms for extracting useful knowledge; thus their value has demonstrated across an34

impressive spectrum of applications [5–8]. Due to their excellent capability of self-learning and35
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self-adapting, they are very appealing to deal with economic and financial problems with poorly36

defined system models, noisy data and strong presence of nonlinear effects. In the literature, several37

neural network architectures have been proposed [9]. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) constitute38

a class of neural networks which are well-known for their power to memorise time dependencies and39

model nonlinear systems.In contrast to the classical feed-forward neural networks in which all the40

inputs and outputs are independent of each other, RNNs allow previous outputs to be used as inputs41

while having hidden states. Their main advantages are their ability to deal with time varying input42

and output through and their own natural temporal operation [10–12].43

Mathematically, the problem of efficiently training a RNN can be formulated as the minimization
of an error function E(w) which depends on the connection weights w of the network. Recently,
Livieris [13] proposed a new approach for improving the generalization ability of neural networks. by
applying additional conditions on the weights in the form of bound-constraints, during the training
process. The motivation behind this approach focuses in defining the weights of the trained network
in a more uniform way in order all inputs and neurons of the network to be efficiently explored
and exploited. Therefore the problem of training a neural network is reformulated to a constrained
optimization problem, namely

min{E(w) : w ∈ B}, (1)

with
B = {w ∈ R

n : l ≤ w ≤ u}, (2)

where l ∈ R
n and u ∈ R

n denote the lower and upper bounds on the weights, respectively.44

Moreover, for evaluating the efficacy and the efficiency of this approach, Livieris proposed a45

new weight-constrained neural network training algorithm. The proposed algorithm exploits the46

numerical efficiency and very low memory requirements of the limited memory BFGS matrices47

together with a gradient-projection strategy for handling the bounds on the weights.48

In this work, we examine and evaluate the performance of weight-constrained recurrent neural49

networks for the classification of economic data. To this end, we conducted a series of experiments50

using in three famous economic classification problems, the bank marketing problem, the German51

credit approval problem and the banknote authentication dataset. Our numerical experiments52

demonstrate that the classification efficiency of the proposed algorithm outperforms classical neural53

network training algorithms, providing empirical evidence that it provides more stable, efficient and54

reliable learning.55

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly discusses recent56

studies concerning the application of machine learning in economic data. Section 3 presents the57

weight-constrained recurrent neural network training algorithm. Section 4 presents the numerical58

experiments utilizing the performance profiles Dolan and Morè [14]. Finally, Section 5 presents the59

conclusions and our proposals for future research.60

Notations. Throughout this paper, the gradient of the error function is indicated by ∇E(w) and61

the vectors sk = wk+1 − wk and yk = ∇E(wk+1) −∇E(wk) represent the evolutions of the current62

point and of the error function gradient between two successive iterations.63

2. Related work64

Research on the predictability on economic data has a long history in economics; thus economic65

data mining systems have gained popularity during the last two decades. The main reason for66

the increasing popularity of these systems is their ability to support economic decision-making67

considerations such as information acquisition and decision-making error costs. A number of68

rewarding studies have been carried out in recent years and some useful outcomes are briefly69

presented below.70

Chang et al. [1] proposed a novel classifier based on the artificial immune network (named71

AINE-based classifier) to evaluate the applicants’ credit scores. Additionally, they conducted a variety72
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of experiments, utilizing two real-world datasets of the banking industries to explore the effectiveness73

of their proposed model. The presented experimental results demonstrated that the AINE-based74

classifier outperforms state-of-the-art classifiers, in terms of prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the75

authors claimed that the proposed model can provide the credit card issuer with accurate and76

valuable information of credit scoring analysis to avoid making incorrect decisions.77

Moro et al. [2] proposed a personal and intelligent decision support system which utilizes a78

data mining approach for the selection of bank telemarketing clients. Their primary goal was to79

model the success of subscribing a long-term deposit using attributes which were known before80

the telemarketing call was executed. For this purpose, they utilized a large dataset of 150 features81

related with bank client, product and social-economic attributes. In the modeling phase of their82

proposed framework, a semi-automatic feature selection was explored which resulted in selecting a83

reduced set of 22 features. In the sequel, they evaluated the classification performance of various84

machine learning algorithms. Their experimental results revealed that ANN demonstrated the85

highest classification accuracy.86

Tkavc et al. [3] provided an extensive review of neural networks applications on several87

economic and business classification problems. Their investigation revealed that most of the88

research was aimed at financial distress and bankruptcy problems, stock price forecasting and89

decision support, with special attention to classification tasks. Furthermore, the authors claimed90

that most research papers argued that neural networks outperformed conventional approaches such91

as discriminant analysis, Bayesian classifiers and linear regression.92

Zakaryazad and Duman [15] proposed an ANN model incorporating a new penalty function93

which gives variable penalties to the misclassification of instances considering their individual94

significance (profit of correct classification and/or cost of misclassification). More specifically, they95

have modified the sum of square errors function by changing its values with respect to profit of each96

instance in order to generate individual penalties. To this end, they have introduced seven versions of97

ANN classifiers in total where each of them consists of a modification of the original ANN classifier.98

The performance of their proposed framework was evaluated on two real-world datasets from fraud99

detection and a dataset about bank marketing. The reported numerical experiments revealed that100

there was no champion model for all datasets but the different versions of proposed model exhibited101

statistical improvement in the total net profit as compared to several classification algorithms.102

In more recent works, Villuendas-Rey et al. [4] introduced a novel supervised learning model,103

called Naive Associative Classifier (NAC), which boosts simplicity, transparency, transportability104

and accuracy. Their proposed model was evaluated using finance-related datasets including105

bank telemarketing, credit assignment, bankruptcy and banknote authentication. The numerical106

experiments presented that NAC exhibited considerable capability in solving financial classification107

problems, highlighting the adequacy of the proposed model for decision support. Furthermore, the108

authors discussed in detail the advantages and limitations of the NAC, and they presented some109

possible improvements and extension of their framework.110

Jena et al. [16] focused on predicting banking credit scoring assessment using a Predictive111

k-Nearest Neighbour classifier. To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm against112

traditional classification models, they have utilized two credit approval datasets: Australian credit113

and German credit. Based on their numerical experiments the authors claimed that “the proposed114

algorithm has a potential to accurately perform credit scoring assessment in real time”.115

Livieris et al. [17] evaluated the performance of two ensemble semi-supervised learning116

algorithms for the credit scoring problem. The proposed algorithms exploit the predictions of three117

of the most efficient and popular self-labeled algorithms: Self-training, Co-training and Tri-training,118

using different voting methodologies. Their preliminary numerical experiments demonstrated the119

classification efficiency of the presented algorithms on three credit scoring datasets. Thus, the120

authors concluded that reliable and robust prediction models could be developed by the adaptation121

of ensemble techniques in the semi-supervised learning framework.122
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3. Weight-constrained recurrent neural network training algorithm123

In this section, we present the Weight-Constrained Recurrent Neural Network (WCRNN)124

training algorithm while a high level description is presented in Algorithm 1 for completeness.125

The original BFGS method requires the storage and manipulation of an n × n matrix.126

Nevertheless, for large-scale problems such as neural network training, this is unwieldy. The127

limited-memory BFGS method attempts to alleviate this handicap by storing only a (usually) small128

number of m curvature pairs.129

Let m̂ = min{k, m − 1}, then given the set of correction vector pairs (si, yi)
k−m̂
i=k−1 satisfying sT

i yi >

0. At each iteration, the algorithm approximates the error function E(w) at a point wk, utilizing a
Hessian approximation Bk by a quadratic model mk(w), namely

mk(w) = Ek + gT
k (w − wk) +

1
2
(w − wk)

TBk(w − wk), (3)

where Ek = E(wk), gk = ∇E(wk).130

The Hessian approximation Bk is defined (in compact form) in terms of the correction matrices
Sk and Yk are n × m matrices

Sk = [sk−m̂, . . . , sk−1] and Yk = [yk−m̂, . . . , yk−1].

More specifically, the limited memory matrix Bk is obtained from m̂ updates to the basic matrix B
(k)
0 =

θk I by
Bk = θk I − Wk M−1

k Wk, (4)

where
Wk = [θkSk Yk] ,

Mk =

[

θkST
k Sk Lk

LT
k Dk

]

,

θk is a positive scalar and Dk and Lk are the matrices

Dk = diag
[

sT
k−m̂yk−m̂, . . . , sT

k−1yk−1

]

.

and

(Lk)ij =

{

(sk−m̂−1+i)
T(yk−m̂−1+j), if i > j;

0, otherwise.

It is worth noticing that the computation of Bk is performed via a computationally efficient recursive131

technique presented by Zhu et al. [18] which requires only vector inner products with complexity132

O(m2n).133

In the sequel, the algorithm performs a minimization procedure of the approximation model134

mk(w) to compute the new vector of weights, which consists of three stages: the generalized Cauchy135

point, the subspace minimisation; and the line search.136

Stage I: Cauchy point computation. The basic aim of this stage is to approximately minimize the
model mk(w) subject to the feasible domain

D = {w ∈ R
n | l ≤ w ≤ u},

Therefore, the gradient projection method is utilized in order to compute the generalized Cauchy
point wC and eventually find a set of active bounds A(wC). More specifically, let wk be the current
iterate and the path w(t) defined by

w(t) = P(wk − t∇Ek; l; u).
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where P denotes the projection of the steepest descent direction on the feasible domain D. The137

generalized Cauchy point wC is computed as the local minimum quadratic approximation of the138

error function on the path defined by w(t). Next, the active set A(wC) is consists of the indices of the139

variables whose values at wC are at lower or upper bound; thus these variables are held fixed.140

Stage II: Subspace minimization. After the active set of variables is obtained, then the quadratic
model (3) is approximately minimized with respect to the non-active variables utilizing a direct
primal method [19], that is

wk+1 = arg min
w∈DS

mk(w). (5)

Notice that the feasibility domain is reduced to a subspace of the feasibility domain

DS =
{

w ∈ R | li ≤ wi ≤ ui, ∀i 6∈ A(wC)
}

.

by considering as free variables, the variables which are not fixed on limits; while the remaining141

variables are fixed on their boundary value obtained during the Cauchy point calculation stage.142

Stage III: Line search. In this stage, the new iterate wk+1 is computed by performing a line search143

along dk = wk+1 − wk which satisfies the strong Wolfe line search conditions, that is144

Ek+1 ≤ Ek + c1ηk∇ET
k dk, (6)

|∇ET
k+1dk| ≤ c2|∇ET

k dk|. (7)

with 0 < c1 < c2 < 1. It is worth mentioning that the learning rate ηk is computed utilizing the145

line search procedure of Moré and Thuente [20] which employs quadratic and cubic interpolation146

schemes and safeguards in satisfying the strong Wolfe line search conditions.147

148

Algorithm 1: WCRNN149

150

Step 1. Set k = 0.151

Step 2. repeat152

Step 3. Calculate the error function value Ek and its gradient ∇Ek at wk.153

Step 4. Set the quadratic model (3) at wk.154

Step 5. Calculate the generalized Cauchy point wC. (Stage I)155

Step 6. Define the active set A(wC).156

Step 7. Minimize the quadratic model (3) with respect to the non-active (Stage II)157

variables, namely
wk+1 = arg min

w∈DS

mk(w),

where DS =
{

w ∈ R | li ≤ wi ≤ ui, ∀i 6∈ A(wC)
}

.158

Step 8. Set dk = wk+1 − wk. (Stage III)159

Step 9. Compute the learning rate ηk satisfying the strong Wolfe line search160

conditions (6) and (7).161

Step 10. Update the weights wk+1 = wk + ηkdk.162

Step 11. Set k = k + 1.163

Step 12. until (stopping criterion).164

165

4. Experimental results166

In this section, we present a series of experiments in order to evaluate the performance of167

WCRNN training algorithm in three famous economic classification problems acquired by the UCI168

Repository of machine learning databases [21]: the bank marketing problem, the German credit169

approval problem and the banknote authentication problem.170
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The implementation code was written in Matlab 7.6 and the simulations have been carried out on171

a PC (2.66GHz Quad-Core processor, 4Gbyte RAM) running Linux operating system while the results172

have been averaged over 100 simulations. We have chosen the RNN architecture of the nonlinear173

autoregressive network with exogenous inputs which have reported very good performance in174

literature [22,23]. All networks and received the same sequence of input patterns, the weights175

were initiated using the Nguyen-Widrow method [24] and all nodes had logistic activation functions.176

Moreover, the categorical variables in all datasets were handled utilizing label encoding process.177

The classification performance was evaluated utilizing the standard procedure called stratified178

10-fold cross-validation and the following two performance metrics: F1-score and accuracy. It is worth179

noticing that F1-score consists of a harmonic mean of precision and recall while accuracy is the ratio180

of correct predictions of a classification model [13].181

Our experimental analysis was obtained by conducting a two phase procedure: In the first phase,182

the classification performance of the WCRNN algorithm was evaluated against the state-of-the-art183

neural network training algorithms; while in the second phase, we compare the performance of the184

RNNs which were trained with the proposed algorithm against the most popular and frequently185

utilized supervised classification algorithms.186

4.1. Performance evaluation of WCRNN against state-of-the-art neural network training algorithms187

Next, we briefly describe each classification problem and present the performance comparison188

between the algorithm WCRNN against state-of-the-art training algorithms, i.e. Resilient189

backpropagation, scaled conjugate gradient and Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm which190

were utilized with their default parameter settings. It is worth noticing that we utilized several neural191

networks architectures and selected the ones which presented the best average performance for each192

benchmark.193

Furthermore, since a small number of simulations tend to dominate these results, the cumulative194

total for a performance metric over all simulations does not seem to be too informative. Therefore,195

similar to [13], we also utilized the performance profiles of Dolan and Morè [14] relative to both196

performance metrics, to present perhaps the most complete information in terms of robustness,197

efficiency and solution quality. The use of performance profiles eliminates the influence of a small198

number of simulations on the benchmarking process and the sensitivity of results associated with the199

ranking of solvers. The performance profile plots the fraction P of simulations for which any given200

algorithm is within a factor τ of the best training algorithm. The curves in the following figures have201

the following meaning.202

• “RPROP” stands for Resilient backpropagation.203

• “LM” stands for Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm.204

• “SCG” stands for scaled conjugate gradient.205

• “WCRNN1” stands for Algorithm 1 with bounds [−1, 1] on all weights.206

• “WCRNN2” stands for Algorithm 1 with bounds [−2, 2] on all weights.207

4.1.1. Bank marketing dataset208

The data is related with direct marketing campaigns (phone calls) of a Portuguese banking209

institution and the classification goal is to predict if the client will subscribe a term deposit. Each210

observation represents a customer and is described by 17 attributes, both categorical and continuous211

corresponding to a total of 4119 contacts. During these phone campaigns, an attractive long-term212

deposit application, with good interest rates, was offered. For each contact, a large number of213

attributes was stored and if there was a success (the target variable). For the whole database214

considered, there were 451 successes (11% success rate) and 3668 failures (89% failure rate). The215

network architectures consists of 1 hidden layer with 10 neurons and an output layer of 2 neurons216

while the error goal was set to EG ≤ 0.05 within the limit of 1000 epochs.217

Figure 1 presents the performance profile for the Bank marketing classification problem,218

investigating the performance of each training algorithm. Firstly, we note that both versions for the219
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proposed training algorithm illustrate the highest probability of being the optimal training algorithms220

in terms of classification accuracy, since their curves lie on the top. More analytically, WCRNN1221

and WCRNN2 report 26% and 42% of simulations with the best F1-score, respectively; while the222

state-of-the-art training algorithms RPROP, LM and SCG present 10%, 18% and 6%, respectively.223

Furthermore, WCRNN1 and WCRNN2 report 34% and 42% of simulations with the best accuracy,224

respectively; while the state-of-the-art training algorithms RPROP, LM and SCG present 14%, 16%225

and 10%, respectively. Summarizing, we conclude that the application of the bounds on the weights226

of the RNNs, increased the overall classification accuracy, in most cases. However, it is worth227

noticing that in case the bounds are too tight this will not substantially benefit much the classification228

performance.229
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Figure 1. Log10 scaled performance profiles for the bank management classification problem. The
performance profile plots, for every τ ≥ 1, the proportion P(τ) of simulations for which any training
algorithm has a performance within a factor τ of the best algorithm.

4.1.2. German credit approval problem230

The German credit approval dataset contains all the details concerning approved or rejected231

credit card applications in Germany. This imbalanced dataset is constituted by 1000 instances (300232

negative decisions and 700 positive decisions), with 20 explanatory variables (7 continuous and 13233

categorical) The interesting thing about this classification problem is that the data varies and has234

mixture of attributes which is continuous, nominal with small numbers of values and nominal with235

larger numbers of values. The network architectures consists of 1 hidden layer with 30 neurons and236

an output layer of 2 neurons while the error goal was set to EG ≤ 0.1 within the limit of 1000 epochs.237

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present the performance profiles for the German credit approval238

classification problem, based on F1-score and accuracy. Firstly, it is worth noticing that WCRNN1239

and WCRNN2 outperformed the classical training algorithms, presenting the highest probabilities240

of being the optimal solvers, relative to both performance metrics. Regarding the F1-score metric,241

WCRNN2 exhibits the best performance, outperforming the rest training algorithms, followed by242

WCRNN1. Furthermore, WCRNN1 and WCRNN2 report 28% and 44% of simulations with the243

highest classification accuracy, respectively; while RPROP, LM and SCG report 26%, 14% and 18%,244

respectively. Thus, the interpretation of Figure 2 demonstrates that the application of the bounds on245

the weights of the neural network, increased the overall classification accuracy.246

4.1.3. Banknote authentication problem247

The data for this classification problem were extracted from images taken from genuine and248

forged banknote-like specimens. For digitization, an industrial camera usually used for print249
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Figure 2. Log10 scaled performance profiles for the German credit approval classification problem.
The performance profile plots, for every τ ≥ 1, the proportion P(τ) of simulations for which any
training algorithm has a performance within a factor τ of the best algorithm.

inspection was used. The final images have 400 × 400 pixels. Due to the object lens and distance250

to the investigated object gray-scale pictures with a resolution of about 660 dpi were gained. Wavelet251

Transform tool were used to extract features from images. The network architectures consists of 2252

hidden layers with 8 and 4 neurons each and an output layer of 2 neurons while the error goal was253

set to EG ≤ 0.01 within the limit of 2000 epochs.254

Figure 3 illustrates the performance profiles regarding the Banknote authentication classification255

problem. It is worth noticing that WCRNN2 exhibit the highest probability of being the optimal256

solver, significantly outperforming all other training algorithms, followed by WCRNN1. More257

specifically, WCRNN1 and WCRNN2 report 30% and 54% of simulations with the highest F1-score,258

respectively; while the state-of-the-art training algorithms RPROP, LM and SCG present 24%, 8% and259

12%, respectively. Furthermore, WCRNN1 and WCRNN2 report 38% and 60% of simulations with the260

highest classification accuracy, respectively; while the state-of-the-art training algorithms RPROP, LM261

and SCG present 30%, 10% and 14%, respectively. Summarizing, we conclude that the application262

of the bounds on the weights of the RNNs, increased the overall classification accuracy; however, in263

case the bounds are too tight this will not substantially benefit much the classification performance.264
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Figure 3. Log10 scaled performance profiles for the banknote authentication classification problem.
The performance profile plots, for every τ ≥ 1, the proportion P(τ) of simulations for which any
training algorithm has a performance within a factor τ of the best algorithm.
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4.2. Performance evaluation against state-of-the-art supervised algorithms265

In the sequel, we evaluate the performance of the RNNs which were trained with WCRNN266

algorithm against the state-of-the-art supervised algorithms, Naive Bayes [25], Support Vector267

Machines (SVM) [26], 3NN [27] and Random Forest [28]. These classification models constitute some268

of the most effective and widely used data mining algorithms for classification [29].269

Table 1. Performance comparison of WCRNN1 and WCRNN2 against state-of-the-art classification
algorithms, regarding F1-score and accuracy

Algorithm F1-score Accuracy
Bank German Banknote Bank German Banknote

RNN (WCRNN1) 0.93 0.77 0.98 91.64% 74.73% 97.88%
RNN (WCRNN2) 0.93 0.77 0.98 91.70% 75.60% 98.11%
Naive Bayes 0.88 0.72 0.79 86.76% 72.80% 79.66%
SVM 0.88 0.71 0.92 90.02% 73.60% 92.41%
3NN 0.87 0.71 0.97 88.88% 72.40% 97.44%
Random Forest 0.91 0.74 0.98 91.30% 75.10% 98.32%

Table 1 presents the performance comparison of WCRNN1 and WCRNN2 against state-of-the-art270

classification algorithms, relative to F1-score and accuracy. Notice that the best performance271

is highlighted in bold for each metric. Random Forest exhibited the best performance among272

state-of-the art classifiers which is probably due to the fact that Random Forest is the only classifier273

based on an ensemble methodology. Nevertheless, the RNNs trained with WCRNN1 and WCRNN2274

exhibited the highest average F1-score, relative to all problems. Regarding the classification accuracy,275

the RNNs (WCRNN2) exhibit the best performance for Bank marketing and German credit approval276

datasets, followed by RNN (WCRNN1). Moreover, Random Forest reports the highest accuracy for277

banknote authentication dataset, slightly outperforming the RNN (WCRNN2).278

Summarizing, it is worth mentioning that the RNNs trained with both versions of WCRNN279

outperform all state-of-the-art classifiers in terms of F1-score. Furthermore, their classification280

performance is superior to all single classifiers and competitive to the ensemble-based Random Forest,281

regarding all benchmarks.282

5. Conclusions283

In this work, we evaluated the classification accuracy of weight-constrained recurrent neural284

networks in forecasting economic data. The classification efficiency of these new prediction models285

is based on a recently proposed training algorithm, which exploits the numerical efficiency and very286

low memory requirements of the limited memory BFGS matrices together with a gradient-projection287

strategy for handling the bounds on the weights. By placing constraints on the values of weights,288

the likelihood that some weights will “blow up” to unrealistic values is considerably reduced.289

Our numerical experiments demonstrated the classification efficiency of the proposed models, as290

confirmed statistically by the performance profiles. Therefore, we are able to conclude that proposed291

algorithm appears to efficiently train RNNs with improved classification ability in domains such as292

forecasting economic benchmarks.293

The determination of optimal bounds on the weights is a rather challenging task; therefore, more294

research and experiments are needed. To this end, the question of what should be the values of the295

bounds for each benchmark or what constraints should be applied to the weights of each layer is296

still under consideration. An interesting idea could be to auto-adjust the bounds during the training297

process utilizing a strategy based on the use of a validation set. Probably, the required research to298

answer these questions, may reveal additional and crucial information and questions.299

Our future work is concentrated on incorporating the proposed methodology to more advanced300

and complex architectures such as Long Short Term Memory neural networks and deep neural301
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networks, together with sophisticated techniques such as dropout and batch normalization. Since302

our experimental results are quite encouraging, a next step could be the evaluation of the proposed303

framework for the prediction of stock exchange index movement and for forecasting the value stock304

price indices and prices. Furthermore, another interesting aspect for future research could be the305

utilization of rule induction and discovery methods or even the use of synthetic data for further306

accuracy improvement based on the insights received in their training/testing periods (see [30,31] and307

the references there in). Finally, we intend to conduct extensive empirical experiments by applying308

the proposed algorithm in specific scientific fields and evaluate its performance on large real-world309

datasets, such as educational, healthcare, etc.310
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